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Chatbots: closing ranks
Move over, Uncle Sam. The US Army has a new recruiter – a chatbot known as Sergeant Star. 
The intelligent virtual assistant is changing how America engages a new generation
of tech-savvy potential recruits. Amid Singapore’s push for greater automation,
The Business Times takes a closer look at the bot helping Americans go to war.  BY KELLY TAY
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 PROS
 In just 5 years, Sgt Star did
 the work of 55 man years

 He has helped to gather
 valuable insights on   
 frequently asked questions

 People seem more willing
 to ask a bot – versus a live   
 recruiter– potentially   
 touchy questions, like:
 “Are there jobs that don’t   
 require me to be deployed?”

 CONS
 Some say a person’s
 decision to enlist should not
 be influenced by a bot

 He is sometimes evasive, and  
 his answers on sensitive   
 subjects – such as the   
 “Don’t Ask Don’t Tell” policy –  
 can be rigid and opaque

 Privacy issues are a concern,  
 although the US Army says
 Sgt Star does not collect users’  
 personal information

“Star”
stands for
“Strong,
Trained

And Ready”.

Who is Sgt Star?
A strapping 28-year-old 
Caucasian male, who is
186cm tall and weighs 86kg.

What types of 
questions can
he answer?
He fields common questions 
about pay and benefits,
as well as scholarship 
opportunities. He also helps 
users navigate the 
GoArmy.com website.

What’s his 
favourite colour?
Sgt Star says:  “I am partial
to red, white, blue, and of 
course, good old Army Green!”

800+
Number of questions he is 
programmed to answer.
Answers are analysed,
factoring in changes in
US Army policy.

10.4mins
Average time of user 
engagement, which was 
4 minutes previously.

What does he do?
Deployed on the GoArmy.com 
website since 2006, he helps 
potential recruits learn about 
life in the US Army. Users
type questions into a
chatbox, and he replies
both verbally and in text.

Why was he 
created?
To reach out to an increasingly 
tech-savvy generation, and to 
deal with growing interest in 
the US Army following the Sept 
11 attacks in 2001.

US$7m
Minimum amount reportedly
spent on Sgt Star so far.

16m
The number of questions
he has answered so far, 
with an over 94% accuracy rate.

“Hey I’m the sergeant here. You drop down
and give me 20. I can’t hear you – count it!”

A humorous bot
Ask him to do push-ups,
and he barks back:

SGT STAR


